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LTE 네트워크에서의 IoT 장치를 위한 향상된 보안 거래

Enhanced Secure Transaction Protocol for IoT Devices via LTE Network
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Abstract – Internet of Thing (IoT) and NFC (Near Field Communication) have got a good adaptable structure that it can be 

easily combined with any wireless network. Since IoT/NFC can be used to communicate wirelessly with all the transactions 

that can be done remotely without any physical connections. In this paper, we propose an enhanced secure IoT/NFC protocol 

based on LTE network that enhances the original security level provided by the LTE. Our approach is new in a sense that it 

covers LTE in contrast to old networks like GSM and 3G, which substantially treated in the literature. Moreover, both GSM 

and 3G have several drawbacks when they are combined with the NFC technology, which has potential weakness in 

confidentiality, integrity, and authentication. Hence our new approach will resolve the security of the new LTE system. We 

expect that our protocol will result in new secure applications for the smart phone markets.
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1. Introduction

The security of NFC (Near field Communication) / IoT 

(Internet of Things) [1, 2] is becoming very important as the 

number of applications that supports are increasing.  

Nowadays many people are using NFC technology in their 

daily activities as it can be used for financial transactions, 

downloading applications, contactless transactions and etc. 

However, there are a number of security challenges that NFC 

protocols need to address such as confidentiality, integrity, 

availability, authentication and authorization. The security of 

mobile transactions is not an easy task since the characteri

stics of this system are closely investigated. For example, 

there should be a number of security issues of the 

transactions, starting from the price checking and to the 

actual execution of the transaction. The security requirements 

of NFC protocols mainly depend on the general network 

security framework which has been much discussed in the 

previous literature [3, 4]. 

In this paper, we propose a new NFC protocol that satisfies 

the desired security requirements to handle confidentiality, 

integrity, availability and authentication. Security analysis with 

formal verification using a tool based on pi-calculus is also 

provided for the proposed protocol. The aim of the proposed 

protocol is to ensure that the majority of the security issues, 

which are illustrated in Fig. 1, will be tackled. Also, this paper 

is an enhancement of [1] by adding a verification security 

proof. 

The main aim of this project is to investigate the security 

and privacy of the NFC protocol using the LTE network. In 

order to maintain the security requirements and to improve 

the level of privacy of a transaction through the wireless 

network. It also addresses the security threats that affecting 

the both GSM and 3G network and will highlight the 

advantages of introducing LTE to the NFC transaction 

protocol.

Furthermore, an evaluation of the results and comparison 

with other networks is provided in order to prove the 

efficiency of the new protocol. Note that NFC with LTE 

obtains its robustness from the two layers provided by the 

LTE network, which will be discussed in Section 3, Note, 

however, that GSM and 3G use one layer only [5, 6].

The remaining part of this paper is structured as follows. 

Section II highlights the related works and main motivations. 

Also, Section II discusses the previous work. Section III 

combining NFC with GSM and 3G. Section IV shows the 

proposed NFC protocol. Section V security analysis of the 

protocol.  Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
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2. Related works

NFC is a niche technology to exchange data between a 

smart device and a tag or between two smart devices, one of 

which will act like a reader (phone) and the other will act 

like a target (tag or another phone). Usually, the target does 

not require any power since it can be a passive component as 

the reader will do the scanning process. NFC basically is a 

subsidiary of RFID (Radio Frequency Identification). However, 

IoT/NFC has shorter reading range about 20 cm and is used 

in many applications nowadays, such as performing 

contactless payment through the mobile phone.  Also, it can 

be used in advertising and downloading applications and etc. 

[7, 8]. The following Figure 1 shows NFC related attacks. 

Fig. 1 NFC Security Attacks

Basically, the NFC enabled phone reads an NFC tag and 

communicates with the backend server. In some cases the 

NFC phone could be both the tag and the reader or there 

would be no need to contact the backend server. NFC tag 

or POS (Point of Sale) can be found in many items such as 

smart posters, the POS, electronic devices, etc. It usually 

comes with small chip hidden behind a sticker with NFC 

logo. The payment processing server can be communicated 

through the NFC by different communication technologies. 

Smart transactions provided by the backend server and 

might be vary according to applications such as a web page 

for reserving movie ticket, issuing receipts, or highly secure 

financial transaction service which requires high secure 

connection. The NFC can be used in many applications such 

application download, ticket purchasing, tourist guide and 

money transactions. In this paper, we will go through the 

payment scenario employing the NFC technology. Figure 2 

shows a complete smart retail environment based on item 

level tagging and NFC applications. The following model can 

increase the efficiency of the retails operation and will 

smooth the purchasing process Figure 2.

Fig. 2 NFC-based payment process in retail environment.

This efficient model could minimize both operational time 

and cost as it reduces the human interaction in the 

operation as a user will be more self-dependent and can 

conduct most of the operations by himself. There is no need 

for an employee to tell the client about the price and to go 

through payment process. This is a very smart approach 

which minimizes the time requires and efficient.

The basic NFC system mainly consists of three basic 

components as the following Figure 3 shows Mainly the NFC 

phone reads an NFC tag and communicates with the 

backend server. In some cases an NFC tag can be another 

NFC phone or there would be no need to contact the 

backend server.

NFC tag or POS can be found in many items such as 

smart posters, POS, electronic devices, etc. it's usually comes 

like small chip hidden behind a sticker with NFC logo. 

It contains small data based on their applications such as 

uniform resource identifiers (URIs), contact information, 

authentication credentials, valuable information, etc.

Fig. 3 NFC-based payment process in retail environment.
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NFC chips are embedded within mobile handsets enabling 

them to read NFC tags. Mobile phone industry has shown 

several NFC mobile phones manufactured in last few years. 

It is also can possible to include NFC chip within 

subscriber identity module (SIM) card or even in micro SD 

cards [22].

Payment processing Server can be communicated through 

the NFC by different communication technology. Service 

provided by the backend server might vary according to 

applications. It can be a web page for reserving movie 

ticket, issuing receipts, or highly secure financial transaction 

service which requires high secure connection.

NFC technology is dealing with money transactions which 

includes user information and credit card details therefore 

the privacy is critical. Possible security attacks include 

eavesdropping, interception attacks, data modification, and 

physical thefts. There are many challenges that faces the 

NFC protocol which we addressed most of them in this 

paper.

3. Combining NFC technology with GSM and 3G

In this section, we discuss about some previous works 

done in the NFC protocol, which includes combining NFC 

technology with GSM [8], and combining NFC technology 

with 3G [9]. Furthermore, it provides a comparison between 

the three wireless networks.

3.1 NFC transaction based on GSM network

As mobile phone becomes very important in our life as it 

simplifies the daily activity and saves much time for us. The 

way of using phone has been changed from the past as 

people use mobile phones for making calls and sending SMS, 

however, nowadays mobile phones are used in many 

applications such as m-payment, e-resource and etc. In this 

the scheme which discus the combination of NFC transaction 

based on GSM Network [10]. The study shows how the NFC 

mobile user can operate on the GSM network. It can be 

noticed that the scheme can be divided in to four major parts 

such as initial state, Price checking, Triple authentication, and 

transaction execution. Each part has different responsibility 

[11].

The whole system is basically based on the GSM network 

and uses its secret triplets [12, 13]. The security is acceptable 

in GSM network, however, the major disadvantage is that the 

length of the Signed Response (SRES) and 64 bit ciphering 

key (Kc) is too short and the customer has to trust the 

Mobile Originated (MO) with their long term secrets. Also the 

merchants must also establish a relationship with the MO 

which in most cases will increase the risk. The GSM scheme 

presents the standard cipher key length which up to 64 bits. 

Therefore it can be extended to 3G system which uses a 

longer cipher key length (128 bits) in order to increase the 

level of security.

Reusing the existing GSM network and performing the 

NFC technology will allow the scheme to enjoy the full 

GSM security capability as we are adding it over the 

existing GSM network as it can be used anywhere GSM 

network is available. Also there are many disadvantages 

which lead us to move to combining the NFC with the 3G 

as the scheme will gain both the advantage and 

disadvantage of the system [14, 15]. A main weakness is 

the short length of the SRES and K length in the GSM also 

customer should blindly trust the MO with their long term 

secrets. We can say that the NFC technology over GSM gain 

the same disadvantage of the GSM network therefore we 

suggest moving to the next generation to minimize the 

drawbacks.

3.2 NFC transaction based on 3G network

In this part NFC technology has been added to the 3G 

network in order to reduce the drawbacks which were 

affecting the previous scheme. 

3G authentication already has mature authentication 

mechanism which can lead to an improvement in security 

aspects from the previous GSM scheme. Both GSM and 3G 

systems use challenge-response authentication and encryption/ 

decryption for user identification and data confidentiality. 

The transaction based on 3G network can be divided into 

three major parts: Price checking, Mutual authentication, 

and transaction execution [16]. There are couple of 

requirements that should be available to perform a success 

M-payments through NFC network. Both client and the POS 

have to register with the Mobile Network Operator (MNO) 

and NFC enabled. The client should use the same 

authentication algorithm which been applied in the 3G 

network.  

The benefits of using 3G network for NFC payment is 

that the NFC system will use the same security which 

could be offered by the 3G network. There are some of 

drawbacks that can be considered in the 3G security which 

can be solved with the Long Term Evolution (LTE) system 

that is used in the proposed scheme. While utilizing the 

Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (TMSI) for initial user 

identification the system could be restricted if been used in 
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Table 1 Comparison between wireless networks in term of 

security

Security 

requirements
GSM 3G LTE

Authentication
Single 

Authentication

Mutual 

Authentication

Mutual 

Authentication

Availability
Support GSM 

network

Only in 3G 

network 

coverage

Only in LTE 

network 

coverage

Authorization Based on SRES Based on IMSI

Two level of 

authorization 

(IMSI & 

SNID)

Confidentiality

Short length of 

SRES & Kc. 

Client has to 

trust the MO

Longer Cipher 

key length 

(128 bits)

Two level of 

security (NAS 

& AS) which 

support 

ciphering & 

integrity

Security 

Mechanism

Use same GSM 

security 

Mechanism

Use 3G 

security 

Mechanism

Use LTE 

security

Security level Weak Stronger Strongest

a moving vehicle which can be considered as a weak point. 

Also the mutual authentication process which can change 

the phone frequency and that will lead to change on cipher 

and integrity keys while the client enter the network for the 

first time.  Also supporting only the online transaction as 

user will not be able to perform the transaction offline in 

order to minimize the cost. And there are more drawbacks 

that affect this scheme which similar to 3G drawbacks 

therefore we recommend moving to 4G as it solve most of 

them. 

3.3 Comparison between NFC protocols based on the 

three wireless networks

The following Table 1 explains the deference between the 

three networks in terms of security requirements and the 

advantages of adding the NFC protocol to these networks.

From the table above, we can summarize that GSM & 3G 

network have limitation in terms of the security 

requirements that could affect the NFC applications which 

mainly based on the mobile transactions. People required a 

trusted methodology to perform their transaction and protect 

themselves from any intruder. Therefore, we suggest the 

following scheme based on LTE network in order to 

increase the level of the security provided by the NFC 

protocol. As system will gain the same security level that 

LTE has.

4. The Propesed NFC Protocol

The proposed design shows an example of a user start 

selecting an item and checking the price through the NFC 

POS. The client will make a decision based on the receiving 

price and proceed with the payments through the LTE 

network. We understood that the GSM and 3G have many 

limitations in terms of security, which can be addressed by 

using LTE network. Also we noticed that the NFC 

technology is depending heavily on the network itself as it 

gains the same security level which network has. Therefore, 

combining NFC technology with the LTE network will 

increase the overall level of security. Also, our novel 

approach has been introduced for the first time. The 

previous works only covered networks such as GSM [17] 

and 3G [18].  

The proposed scheme provides new approach which has 

not been discussed in the previous literature, as our 

solution depends on the LTE infrastructure which provides 

two security levels that can provide isolation to the system 

when attacks occur.

Fig. 4 Security layer of LTE

As Figure 4 illustrates, there are two layers of the 

security in LTE. The reason behind it is that the eNB is 

not capable to be a fully trusted zone as attacker can gain 

access and we could add additional layer in order to 

increase the level of security. This is the reason why the 

LTE has two security layers: Security of AS (Access Layer) 

and NAS (Non-Access Layer). Security layer one is usually 

between the UE and the eNB which provides encryption 

and integrity protection for the AS. However, the NAS 
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security is between the MME (Mobile Management Entity) 

and the UE (User Equipment) which provide encryption and 

integrity protection for NAS signaling. The NFC payment 

process through the LTE network can be divided into five 

major parts: Price Checking, Authentication, NAS Security, 

AS Security, and transaction execution. The proposed scheme 

explains the internal process of a customer transaction 

using the NFC mobile to perform a purchase in a store 

through the LTE network. 

The proposed scheme explains the internal process of a 

customer transaction using the NFC mobile to perform a 

purchase in a store through the LTE network. A detailed 

explanation for the five major parts can be shown in the 

following Figure 5-8.

4.1 Stage 1 price checking

There are many requirements that need to be fixed in 

order to perform a success transaction. Our proposed design 

is to achieve the transaction in a real shop environment. 

Both the POS (Point of Sale) and the client phone should 

be NFC enabled.  The Mobile phone should support the 

LTE technology and afford high calculation capability. The 

store area should be well covered by the LTE network and 

both should operate under the same LTE cell.

The Mobile phone used should support the LTE 

technology and afford high calculation capability. The store 

area should be well covered by the LTE network and both 

should operate under same LTE cell.       

The first four steps include the initial item scanning, 

displaying price and getting the confirmations between both 

POS and the customer mobile. The following Figure 5 

explains the price checking stage.

Step 1-2:  The POS starts with scanning RFID tags from 

each selected product. The shop will keep the details of the 

process for future use which include the order number (ON), 

the total price (TP) and date/time (DT). The DT is used for 

reference in case of losing information. Also is more 

convenient to use the time stamp or nonce in the beginning 

of the transaction which will be required later for 

synchronization and verification. In this design, we used 

nonce to avoid reply attack.

Step 3: The price will be checked by the customer and 

will decide based on his requirement, the attacker can 

interfere in part as he can send a fake price to the client 

which can be less or more than the original price in order 

to gain benefits or make loss for both part the shop or the 

client as if the customer received less price and he accept 

it the acknowledgment sent to the POS will be less than 

the actual price and it will get rejected, however, if the 

customer received higher price than the one which been 

sent by the POS and get accepted in this case the client is 

losing money. By keep changing the price the system will 

over loaded and will lead to crash the transaction.

Step 4:  by assuming a secure key were applied on the 

order information and after  agreeing  on the price, the 

customer will place the NFC phone on the POS and will 

enter the PIN to approve the payments. In this case the 

POS will send full details about the product including the 

price. The client will approve the payment by entering the 

PIN number to proceed with the next cycle which is the 

authentication process.

Fig. 5 Price checking stage.

4.2 Stage 2 Identification & Authentication

We assume that the communication between the payment 

gate way and the shop POS is over a secure channel. The 

customer phone should be on and authenticated with the 

LTE network. Both client phone and the server should share 

the secret key (KSIASME). The LTE uses the AKA algorithm, 

which is a challenge and response protocol that offers a 

mutual authentication. This means that both the client and 

the network exchange the challenge and response which 

allows proving the identity of the client. Therefore, the 

possibility of MITM (man in the middle attack) attack is not 

possible with the mutual authentications. The mutual 

authentication stage is where the mobile reader will agree on 
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the TP(Total Price) with the POS as it will validate the user 

to guarantee secure transaction. Figure 6 explains this stage.

Fig. 6 Identication & Authentication.

The authentication stage is where the mobile reader will 

agree on the TP with the POS as it will validate the user 

to guarantee secure transaction through the following steps.

Step 5: The client will send the authentication request to 

the MME which will act as an interface including the 

international mobile subscriber identity & the key (IMSI,   

KSI¬¬ ASME )

Step 6: After that the MME will request for the 

authentication vectors related to that specific IMSI by 

sending authentication data request to the HSS.  Once the 

MME knows the user IMSI it can request the EPS AKA 

algorithm to generate the authentication vector from the 

HSS /HLR. The following figure explains the EPS AKA 

algorithm process. 

EPS AKA algorithm can be divided in to two main 

functions the crypto functions and the KDF. The main 

function of AKA is to utilize the secret key cryptography. 

Therefore both  network and the client passes the pre 

shared key KSI ASME copy to verify client and for the 

client to verify the network which result in mutual 

authentications. The following equations explain the whole 

process.   

MAC = f1k(SQN‖RAND ‖ AMF)    (3.1)

XRES = f2k(RAND)       (3.2)

CK = f3k(RADN)  (3.3)

IK = f4k(RAND)          (3.4)

AK= f5k(RAND)          (3.5)

KASME = KDF (SQNΦAK,SN id , CK, IK)  (3.6)

AUTN= SQN Φ AK ‖ AMF ‖ MAC   (3.7)

AV = RAND  ‖ XRES  ‖ KASME ‖ AUTN  (3.8)

Step 7: The CK, IK and other parameters such as the 

serving network identity (SN ID) will not be sent to the 

MME as the new key generated K ASME which replaces 

their specifications. The Serving network identity (SNID) is 

consist of the Mobile Country Code (MCC) and Mobile 

Network Code (MNC) of the serving network. SNID provide 

a better key separation between different networks to make 

sure that any key generated by one network can't be used 

by other network.

The HSS will share the pre shared key   against the 

IMSI and will calculate the authentication vector (RAND, 

XRES, AUTNHSS, KASME) which will be sent as response 

to the MME.

Step 8: The MME will collect the keys, RAND and XRES 

from the AV and will sends (RAND, AUTNHSS, KSIASME) 

with the authentication request to the UE. The MME will 

keep the KASME and the XRES generated by the EPS AKA 

algorithm. The UE will start authentication by using the 

EPS AKA algorithm and checking the AUTN received. The 

AUTN is a parameter been generated in the HSS by its 

Key. The Mobile terminal will start calculating its own 

AUTN by its own key and SQN and compare between the 

received one.

The following equations explain step 8 processes:   

XAK = f5k(RAND)              (3.9)

SQN = XAK Φ SQN Φ AK          (3.10)

XMAC= f1k(SQN ‖ RAND ‖ AMF ) = ?MAC (3.11)

XSQN=?SQ                 (3.12)

Step 9: After calculating the keys and the rest. It will 

send the RES along with authentication response to the 

MME after receiving the RES the MME will compare it with 

the XRES if it matches then the authentication is successful 

else will send authentication failure to the UE. The 

following equations explain step 9 process. 
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RES = f2k(RAND)            (3.13)

CK=f3k(RAND)             (3.14)

IK=f4k(RAND)             (3.15)

KASME= KDF (SQN Φ AK,SN id,CK,IK) (3.16)

4.3 Stage 3 NAS Security

This part will cover the process of Non-Access Stratum 

(NAS) Security Mode Command (SMC) procedure which 

allows the system to perform its security through the 

ciphering & protecting the integrity. The Key Derivation 

Algorithm (KDF) is mainly used to generate long term 

master secret key from a short shared secret key also to 

arrange for a secure channel session. There are two keys 

generated in the NAS security stage by using the KDF 

algorithm which are KNASenc & KNASint. Both UE amd the 

MME get the keys according the KASME which make sure 

that the level of confidentiality between UE and MME is 

high in [7, 8]. The NAS SMC will trigger the client 

terminal to generate the NAS ciphering key (KNASenc) and 

NAS integrity key (KNASint ). Figure 7 explains this stage 

[25, 27].

Fig. 7 NAS Security.

Step 10: The MMS will reset the DL count and will 

calculate the Knas-int, Knas-int as described on the figure 

above. The MMS will send the NAS security mode command 

(NAS integrity algorithm = EIA1, NAS–MAC), (NAS Ciphering 

algorithm = EEA1, NAS ).

Step 11:  The UE will calculate the KNASenc and 

KNASint by using the KDF algorithm and will send the 

completion message after a success process. MME will 

receive the NAS security mode complete (NAS- MAC) {NAS 

ciphered and integrity protected}.

4.4 Stage 4 AS Security

In this stage system, one will generate KeNB which will 

be used in the eNB(enhanced nodeB) to produce the 

following keys, respectively.

- K UPenc: This key is used to provide confidentiality 

protection between UE and eNB,  Both UE and eNB get 

the keys according to KeNBS and identity of encryption 

algorithms.

- K RRCint: This key is essential for protecting the 

integrity between the UE and eNB 

- K RRCenc: The confidentiality of RCC will be protected 

by this key which deduced according to the K eNB and 

the encryption algorithm identifier 

Step 12: After receiving the security command from the 

UE, The MME will compute the KeNB through the KDF 

algorithm based on the existing KASME. The KeNB will be 

sent to the eNB to proceed with the next step. The initial 

context setups request (UE security capability,  KeNB ) will 

be sent to the  eNB .

Step 13: The eNB will start calculating the keys, 

KRRCenc, KRRCint, KUpenc  by using the KDF algorithm 

which was explained earlier [7]. Then the eNB will send 

RRC security mode command with (AS integrity algorithm, 

AS ciphering algorithm, and MAC-1) to the UE to perform 

the AS process.

Step 14: The UE in this step will practice the same As 

process to generate the keys  KRRCenc, KRRCint, KUpenc 

and will acknowledge  back the  RRC security mode 

complete to eNB. By this step the system will be ciphered 

and integrity protected as the following in Figure 8.

Step 15: The eNB will declare the completion of the 

authentication process and will send a success acknowledgment 

to the UE requesting for the price information to proceed 

with the transaction process.

The following Table 2 explains the security association 

for both NAS & AS. 
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Fig. 9 Transaction execution.

Fig. 8 AS Security.

Table 2 Comparison between NAS & AS

Security 

Association

Non-Access 

Stratum (NAS)

Access Stratum 

(AS)

Termination 

points
UE and MME UE and eNB

Ciphering NAS Signalling

RRC Signalling 

(Signaling radio 

bearer)

User plane (data 

radio bearer)

Integrity and 

replay protection
NAS Signalling

RRC Signalling 

(Signaling radio 

bearer)

Security protocol 

layers
NAS PDCP

Security Command 

procedures
NAS RCC

4.5 Stage 5 Transaction execution

In this stage, the client will confirm the price by 

selecting accept button and will confirm the payment 

process.  The PI will be generated by the customer and the 

process information is prepared to be sent to the POS 

which includes (Receipt No, Total price, Total counts). The 

backend system will generate time stamp for the transaction 

to minimize the risk of replay attack. After that, the 

transaction process will be activated through the HSS which 

reflect the results to both the POS and the Client in [9, 

10].

Step 16: The client will confirm the price by selecting 

accept button and will confirm the payment process 

Step 17: The PI will be generated by the customer and 

the process information will prepared to be sent to the POS 

which includes (Receipt No, Total price, TSU, TC) the 

backend system will generate time stamp for the transaction 

to minimize the risk of replay attack.  

Step 18: The UE encrypt the PI, S, and IMSI by the Kc 

which is result for the user approval on the payment 

details. The PI gets encrypted to avoid any future change 

by done by the shop. The S is usually present the 

authentication process which been discussed in the previous 

stage and make sure that it is for the same client. The 

IMSI is used to identify the user and allow the servicer to 

maintain the billing center can be used to perform the 

pursues and deduction. The UE will encrypt the message by 

using two keys as Kc1 is shared between the UE & the 

POS and Kc is shared between the UE and PG to avoid any 

modification on the price at the POS. The following Figure 
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Table 3 Result of Mutual Authentication test on NFC 

protocol

The query
Proverif 

output

event(EndCMME())⇒ event(BeginCMME()). True

event(EndMMEHSS())⇒ event(BeginMMEHSS()). True

event(EndHSSMME())⇒ event(BeginHSSMME()). True

event(EndHSSMME())⇒ (event(EndMMEHSS()) 

&& event(BeginMMEHSS())).
True

event(EndMMEC())⇒ event(BeginMMEC()). True

event(EndMMEC())⇒ (event(EndCMME()) && 

event(BeginCMME())).
True

event(EndCPOS())⇒ event(BeginCPOS()). True

event(EndPOSeNB())⇒ event(BeginPOSeNB()). True

event(EndeNBHSS())⇒ event(BegineNBHSS()). True

event(EndHSSeNB())⇒ event(BeginHSSeNB()). True

event(EndHSSeNB())⇒ (event(EndeNBHSS()) 

&&event (BegineNBHSS())).
True

event(EndeNBPOS())⇒ event(BegineNBPOS()). True

event(EndeNBPOS())⇒ (event(EndPOSeNB()) && 

event(BeginPOSeNB())).
True

event(EndPOSC())⇒ event(BeginPOSC()). True

event(EndPOSC())⇒ (event(EndCPOS())&& 

event(BeginCPOS())).
True

9 explains the discussed process.  

Step 19-20: The POS decrepit the received message by 

the Kc1 and compare the value with the price been sent 

earlier in the price checking stage if both are matched it 

will proceed with the next stage.

Step 21-22: The shop will send (PI, Ekc (PI, S, IMSI)) to 

the payment gateway to verify the transaction, the PG will 

decrepit the message received by the Kc and check the S is 

its belong to the same user. The IMSI in this stage works 

as a second confirmation about the user. Also it will 

compare between both prices the one which is sent by the 

POS and the encrypted one. To avoid any change in the 

price at the POS.

Step 23-24: If the verification fails on any one of these 

three (PI,S,IMSI)  parts the PG will send a declined message 

to the client and will terminate the transaction. Otherwise it 

will proceed with the payment procedures with the HSS.

Step 25: Once the user pass the credit check then the 

transaction result will be sent to the eNB.

Step 26-27: The POS will keep a copy of the TSN to be 

used as a proof in the future. The user will receive a 

success or failure message on the transaction status.

In this stage system, one will generate

5. Security Analysis of the Proposed Protocol

The simulation of NFC protocol conducted in this project 

based on the Proverif software version 1.86. Proverif is a 

fully automated tool that works to prove that the protocol 

is robustly safe by applying several attacking methods. It 

analyzes the security of cryptographic protocols. Using 

Proverif tool the outcome can be one of the following

- ProVerif succeeds to prove robust safety.

- ProVerif finds an attack as a counterexample to root  

bust safety

- ProVerif can neither prove nor disprove robust safety.

It is a tool that can support the cryptographic primitives, 

including encryption and decryption (symmetric and 

asymmetric), digital signatures, and hash function. In addition, 

other primitives such as rewriting rules and equations can be 

modeled using terms. This verification provides the validity of 

the NFC protocol. In addition this chapter will cover the 

security analysis of the NFC protocol based on the result 

obtained from the ProVerif simulations. The result enabled us 

to know the efficiency and the security strength of the NFC 

protocol.

There are several attacks that could affect the NFC 

protocol. The main motivation to use “ProVerif (Protocol 

Verification)” [19, 20, 21] is to analyze and estimate the 

security capability of a system. ProVerif can test the system 

from security point of view by focusing on major security 

requirements and trying all the possible ways to attack it. It 

is used for verifying security properties for cryptographic 

protocols using a specification language that is based on an 

extension of pure Pi-Calculus. Consequently, ProVerif can 

prove security properties, correspondence and observational 

equivalence. Note that this proofing capability helps analyze 

the secrecy and authentication of security protocols that are 

permitted from the provider.

The ProVerif tests all the probable attempts of the 

intruder to break the mutual authentication definition in the 

NFC protocol. The following Table 3 shows the mutual 

authentication result.

Although the ProVerif is a powerful tool that can verify 

all the possible attacks regarding the mutual authentication, 

some drawbacks are not covered yet in this tool.

The mutual authentication is used to authenticate a 

communication between two parties in which each one is 

authenticating the other by using nonce, in order to prevent 

the system from masquerading, spoofing and the 

man-in-the-middle attacks. By testing the ProVerif on our 
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Table 4 Results of confidentiality test on NFC protocol

Parameter
Initial security 

status

Proverif 

output

Ks1, Ks2, Ks3, Ks4,KsI, 

Kc, Kc1,
Secure Secure

IMSI Unknown Secure

SNID Unknown Secure

Nc Unknown Secure

Nc12 Unknown Secure

Nc13 Unknown Secure

Nc14 Unknown Secure

Nc15 Unknown Secure

Np11 Unknown Secure

Nn1 Unknown Secure

Skey1 Unknown No output

Skey2 Unknown No output

Pri Unknown Secure

TRAN1 Unknown Secure

protocol, we will be able to find the security threats that 

will affect messages that follow. For example, the attacker 

can send a response to the processor before receiving the 

request itself.

We could use the value only once to create a mutual 

authentication between two processors and protect the 

system. The ProVerif tests all the probable attempts of the 

intruder to break the mutual authentication definition in the 

NFC protocol. Also, the ProVerif will try all assumptions to 

identify any gap in the confidently of the NFC protocol and 

will work to introduce an intruder to the protocol and try 

all the possibility to attack the system messages through 

the wireless channel. Table 4 shows the results of 

confidentiality test on NFC protocol [23, 24].

The ProVerif tests the key exchange methodology in the 

NFC protocol and determines the possible attacks on the 

system via the public channel. The main challenge is to 

make sure that the key can be exchanged safely across the 

system. In our proposal, the integrity is based on the 

message transaction between two processors. We encrypt the 

transaction to make sure that the message has not been 

modified by any outside attacker. That means only the 

legitimate sender and receiver can read the message and 

the integrity of the original message is assured. Therefore, 

providing the security of the session keys and mutual 

authentication of the protocol can detect any modification 

attacks [26].

Also, the system provides the mutual authorization 

process by identifying the client through the IMSI 

(International Mobile Subscriber Identity) of the phone, 

which makes sure that only authorized user is eligible to 

proceed with the transaction.  Also the SNID (Serving 

Network Identity) generated by the MME will work to 

identify the specific client to proceed with the 

authentication process through the EPS AKA algorithm. The 

IMSI will be used by the HSS to check the credit limit for 

particular client in order to proceed with the deduction 

process.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposed an enhanced secure IoT/NFC protocol 

to improve security and privacy of NFC transactions based 

on the LTE network. The proposed protocol secures the 

interactions between all the five parties, which are Client, 

POS, eNB, MME, and HSS (home subscriber server). Our 

approach is new since it is based on LTE network, which is 

different from other old networks like GSM and 3G studied 

extensively in the previous literature. The security and 

privacy of NFC transaction based on the LTE network in 

general and securing the interactions between all the five 

party (Client, POS, eNB, MME, and HSS).  The aim of this 

project involves two main parts. Firstly, to investigate the 

security and privacy of NFC transaction protocol. Secondly, 

to design and implement a secure approach based on the 

LTE network. Also to allow  the user to benefit from the 

wide range of security that been  offered by the LTE 

network. It also focused on the related and recent works 

done in this field.  

This proposal discusses many security attacks that can 

affect the security and privacy of the mobile transaction. 

Also it discusses the vulnerability of each wireless network 

that’s been used to perform the contactless transaction 

through the NFC technology.

We provided design specification for implementing our 

secure protocol over LTE network. Finally, we presented 

security analysis of our protocol based on the formal 

method, ProVerif.
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Appendix

ProVerif code

1. let processPOS=

2. new pr:bitstring;

3. event BeginPC(pri);

4. (* Message 1*)

5. out(c,pri);

6. (* Message 7*)

7. in(c, m5:bitstring)

8. let (p:price,m6:bitstring)=dec(m5,Kc1) in

9. let (=pri)=p in

10. event EndCPOS(p,Kc1,m6);

11. (* Message 8*)

12. new np11:nonce;

13. out(c, (p,np11,m6));

14. event BeginPOSeNB(p,np11,m6);

15. (* Message 11 *)

16. in(c, m10:bitstring);

17. let (=np11,nc15:nonce,m11:bitstring)=dec(m10,Ks4) in

18. event EndeNBPOS(np11,nc15,m11,Ks4);

19. (* Message 12 *)

20. out( c, enc((nc15,m11),Kc1));

21. event BeginPOSC(nc15,m11,Kc1);

22. let processC=

23. (* Message 1*)

24. in(c,=pri);

25. event EndPC(pri);

26. (* Message 2*)

27. new nc:nonce;

28. event BeginCMME(IMSI,KSI,nc);

29. out (c, enc((IMSI,KSI,nc),Ks1));

30. (* Message 5*)

31. in(c,m4:bitstring);

32. let (=nc,nx1:nonce,Skey2:key)=dec(m4,Ks1) in

33. let (=Skey2)=AKA(SNID,nx1) in

34. event EndMMEC(nc,nx1,Skey2);

35. (* Message 6*)

36. in(c,m13:bitstring);

37. let (r1:bitstring,nn1:nonce)=dec(m13,Kc) in

38. event EndeNBC(r1,nn1,Kc);

39. (* Message 7 *)

40. new nc11:nonce;

41. new pr1:price;

42. out (c, enc((pr1,enc((pr1,IMSI,nc11),Kc)),Kc1));

43. event BeginCPOS(nc11,Kc,Kc1);

44. (* Message 12 *)

45. in (c, m11:bitstring);

46. let (=nc11,m12:bitstring)=dec(m11,Kc1) in

47. event EndPOSC(nc11,m12,Kc1);

48. let processeNB=

49. (* Message 6*)

50. new nn:nonce;

51. out(c,enc((r,nn),Kc));

52. event BegineNBC(r,nn,Kc);

53. (* Message 8*)

54. in(c, (p1:price,np12:nonce,m7:bitstring));

55. let (=p1,=IMSI,nc12:nonce)=dec(m7,Kc) in

56. event EndPOSeNB(p1,np12,nc12);

57. (* Message 9*)

58. new nNB:nonce;

59. out(c, enc((p1,nNB,nc12,IMSI),Ks3));

60. event BegineNBHSS(nNB,nc12,Ks3);

61. (* Message 10 *)

62. in(c,m9:bitstring);

63. let (=nNB,nc14:nonce,TRAN1:bitstring)=dec(m9,Ks3) in

64. event EndHSSeNB(nc14,TRAN1);

65. (* Message 11 *)

66. out(c, enc((np12,nc14,TRAN1),Ks4));

67. event BegineNBPOS(nc14,TRAN1,Ks4);

68. let processMME=

69. (* Message 2*)

70. in (c, m2:bitstring);

71. let (=IMSI,=KSI,nc1:nonce)=dec(m2,Ks1) in

72. event EndCMME(IMSI,KSI,nc1);

73. (* Message 3*)

74. new nMME:nonce;

75. out(c, enc((IMSI,SNID,nMME),Ks2));

76. event BeginMMEHSS(IMSI,SNID,Ks2);

77. (* Message 4*)

78. in(c,m4:bitstring);

79. let (nx1:nonce,Skey1:key,=nMME)=dec(m4,Ks2) in

80. event EndHSSMME(nc1,nx1,Skey1);

81. (* Message 5*)

82. out(c,enc((nc1,nx1,Skey1),Ks1));

83. event BeginMMEC(nc1,nx1,Skey1);    

84. let processHSS=

85. (* Message 3*)

86. in(c, m3:bitstring);

87. let (x1:client,x2:client,nMME1:nonce)=dec(m3,Ks2) in

88. let (=SNID)=x2 in
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89. event EndMMEHSS(x1,x2,nMME1);

90. new n1:nonce;

91. (* Message 4*)

92. out(c, enc((n1,AKA(x2,n1),nMME1),Ks2));

93. event BeginHSSMME(n1,AKA(x2,n1));

94. (* Message 9*)

95. in(c,m8:bitstring);

96. let(p2:price,nNB1:nonce,nc13:nonce,=IMSI)=dec(m8,Ks3) in

97. event EndeNBHSS(nNB1,nc13,p2);

98. (* Message 10 *)

99. out(c, enc((nNB1,nc13,TRAN(p2,IMSI)),Ks3));

100. event BeginHSSeNB(nNB1,nc13,Ks3);

Message follow Demonstrations  

POS events consist of five main messages as the following 

figures. Message 1 shows the process which start from POS 

and end in Client part

Fig. 10 Price checking stage, Message 1

The proverif simulation shows a true results for the 

security part of the protocol after testing it as the following 

screen shoot.   

Fig. 11 Proverif result of Message 1

The following two figures explain the mutual 

authentication between (Client & MME) which can be 

explained by messages 2 & 5. 

Fig. 12 Authentication stage, Message 2

Fig. 13 Authentication stage, Message 5

The following screen shoot shows the result of the 

Proverif simulation which conclude that the system is 

mutually authenticated and the attacker fail to attack the 

system. As true means. 

Fig. 14 Proverif output of Messages (2 & 5)
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Message 3 & 4 as follow shows the data follow between 

(MME &HSS). 

Fig. 15 Authentication stage, Message 3

Fig. 16 Authentication stage, Message 4

The simulation results shows a true result to all possible 

attacks that can harm the security requirements of the 

protocol.

Fig. 17 Proverif results of both Messages (3 & 4)

Message 6 shows the price information request after the 

authentication part is over as the eNB will request the 

client to send the price.

Fig. 18 Transaction execution stage, Message 6

In message 7 the client will send the price encrypted 

with two keys kc & kc1 in order to protect the price from 

any external change.

Fig. 19 Transaction execution stage, Message 7

Message 8 & 11 as the following two figures shows.  

Both POS &  eNB are fully secured as per the proverif 

output. 

Fig. 20 Transaction execution stage, Message 8
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Fig. 21 Transaction execution stage, Message 11

The proverif results shows true for both messages (8 

&11) which mean that both messages are secured.

Fig. 22 Proverif results of both messages (8 & 11)

Same applied for message 9 & 10 as both are secured 

and mutual authentic.  

Fig. 23 Transaction execution stage, Message 9

Fig. 24 Transaction execution stage, Message 10

The proverif output for both message 9 & 10 shows true 

as the following screen shoot shows.

Fig. 25 Proverif results of both messages (9 & 10)

Message 12 shows the final result to the client whither  

success or failure. 

Fig. 26 Transaction execution stage, Message 12
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